THE FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
Commencement Ceremony

7:30 p.m. December 14, 2018
9:00 a.m. December 15, 2018

Donald L. Tucker Civic Center
HISTORY OF FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY

In 1851, state legislators provided for the establishment of two institutions of higher learning in Florida east and west of the Suwanee River. The purpose for these schools was to instruct men and women in the art of teaching all facets of a common school education, as well as to provide instruction in the mechanic arts; husbandry; agriculture; fundamental laws; and citizens’ rights and duties. In 1856, when state representatives accepted Tallahassee Mayor Francis Eppes’ offer of city-owned land and the Florida Institute’s existing school building, Tallahassee became the western institution’s permanent home.

Following the Civil War, the Florida Institute entered a period of growth and development. By 1897 it had become the first liberal arts college in the state, and in 1901 became Florida State College. In 1905, the Legislature reorganized Florida’s educational system. The school became an all-women’s college and was subsequently renamed Florida State College for Women. However, when World War II ended, returning veterans required additional educational resources. In 1947, the Governor signed an act of the Legislature returning FSCW to a coeducational institution and renaming it Florida State University.

The 1950s and 60s brought further development and expansion with the addition of new colleges and schools, such as Business, Library Science, Social Welfare (later split into Social Work and Criminology), and Nursing. The 1970s and 80s saw the establishment of programs in African American Studies, Women’s Studies, and the expansion and strengthening of the Liberal Arts Program. From 1957 to 2000, FSU opened study centers in Panama City, Republic of Panama; Florence, Italy; London, England; and Valencia, Spain. FSU’s International Programs offers study opportunities that vary from year to year, but can include locations in Australia, China, Costa Rica, Croatia, Czech Republic, Ecuador, France, Ireland, Japan, Russia, and Switzerland. Additionally, The Center for Global Engagement hosts exchange programs in Jamaica and Germany (Beyond Borders).

Between 2001 and 2015, a new College of Medicine opened, and regional medical campuses were added throughout the state. In 2005, The Pathways of Excellence initiative was designed to competitively hire faculty to enhance the university’s standing through a series of strategic goals. Most notably, benchmarks were met that led to FSU being named a preeminent university by the Florida Legislature, which set it on a path to become one of the top 25 public universities in the nation.

In each succeeding decade, Florida State University has added to its academic organization and presently comprises seventeen independent colleges. The University offers 267 bachelor’s, master’s, and specialist degrees as well as 84 doctoral degrees, including the Juris Doctor in Law and the Doctor of Medicine. Recent efforts have been focused on elevating the university’s reputation as a preeminent research institution; presiding over a one billion dollar fundraising campaign; advancing the university’s academic and research mission; championing diversity and inclusion; becoming one of the most veteran-friendly campuses in the country; and welcoming the best and brightest students in the university’s history.
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ORDER OF THE CONFERRAL OF DEGREES

The order in which the academic degrees are conferred has been established by tradition. Beginning with the newest college in the University, the degrees are conferred in succession, proceeding toward the oldest college. Therefore, at Florida State University, the Dedman School of Hospitality is first and the College of Arts and Sciences is last in the conferral of academic degrees.

Dedman School of Hospitality
Jim Moran School of Entrepreneurship
College of Applied Studies
The Graduate School
College of Medicine
College of Motion Picture Arts
FAMU - FSU College of Engineering
College of Fine Arts
College of Communication and Information
College of Social Sciences and Public Policy
College of Law
College of Nursing
College of Business
College of Criminology and Criminal Justice
College of Social Work
College of Music
College of Human Sciences
College of Education
College of Arts and Sciences

ACADEMIC REGALIA

Patterned after medieval university customs, today's academic regalia reflect the status, scholastic achievement, and wearer's academic discipline. The colors on the trimmings of doctoral gowns, the edging on hoods, and the tassels of caps worn by undergraduate candidates reflect the student's academic area of study.

The colors seen at an FSU commencement ceremony are traditional and include white for the arts and humanities, brown for the fine arts, golden yellow for science, light blue for education, pink for music, citron for social work, drab for business, purple for law, apricot for nursing, maroon for human sciences, and green for medicine.

The wearer's degree is reflected by their gown and hood. A gown worn fastened at the top that features long, pointed sleeves is worn by those holding a bachelor's degree. The master's gown, which is worn open, has long, chiseled sleeves with a slit near the upper part of the arm. The doctoral gown, also worn open, is faced with a broad strip of velvet and has crossbars of velvet on each sleeve. The bars may be of black velvet or of colored velvet indicative of the degree's discipline and will agree with the hood's edging.

Hoods are worn by those holding graduate degrees. The doctoral hood is longer and more elaborate than the master's hood. At FSU, the lining of the hood is garnet and gold representing the University's colors. However, a faculty member who holds a degree from another college or university wears a hood whose lining is in the colors of his or her alma mater, with edging that represents his or her academic discipline.

The color of the undergraduate candidate's cap tassel indicates the candidate's degree. Graduate candidates-for-degree usually wear black tassels; however, the doctoral cap may have a tassel of gold thread. At the time the bachelor's degree is conferred, the tassel is changed from the right to the left side of the cap. Thereafter, it remains on the cap's left side.

The continuity of these academic symbols dates from the Middle Ages, and tradition dictates that they should be departed from as sparingly as possible, not only to preserve the symbolism of pattern and color, but for utility, as well.

Students who are wearing cords in today's ceremony are graduating with a degree of distinction. This distinction is based on all college work attempted and is awarded only to undergraduates. Students must have a 3.5 grade point average to graduate Cum Laude (gold cord), a 3.7 grade point average for Magna Cum Laude (garnet cord) and a 3.9 grade point average for Summa Cum Laude (garnet and gold cord).
COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS AND SUBCOMMITTEES

HEAD MARSHALS

Susan Fiorito
James Hunt
Rochelle Marrinan
Pamela Perrewé
Dennis Slice
Mark Zeigler

MASTER/SPECIALIST MARSHALS

Brandon Bowden
Craig Filar
Sara Hamon
Bruce Janasiewicz
Sandy Lewis
Annette Schwabe

DOCTORAL MARSHALS

Laura Osteen
William Woodyard

COLLEGE MARSHALS

Kathleen Clark       Kathy Keane       Jessica Ribeiro
Billy Close          David King        Russell Sandifer
Sean Ehrlich         Keon Lee          Sherry Schofeld
Elizabeth Foster     Sean McGinley     Guangzhi Shang
Bill Frederickson    Robert Neuman     Gary Smith
Matthew Goff         Patrick Pallentino Victoria Verano
Rochelle Greenberg  Lynn Panton      Stacy Wheeler
Eric Hsiao           Christopher Pfaff Dina Wilke
Mark Jowett          Rosemary Prince Yaw Yeboah

CONVOCATIONS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: Kimberly Barber, Greg Beaumont, Kyle Clark, Taylor Gomez, Karen Laughlin, Sally McRorie
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE DEGREES
John Thrasher, President, Presiding

FRIDAY EVENING

Processional
Pomp and Circumstance

Sir Edward Elgar
Florida State University
College of Music Brass Choir
Ms. Rachel Sorenson, Conductor

(Those who are able are requested to rise when the Procession enters and to remain standing
through the Seminole Tribe of Florida Color Guard, the Pledge of Allegiance led by Imani Mullings and
the National Anthem led by Luke Selker)

Welcome and Comments
President Thrasher

Welcome
Ms. Stacey Pierre
Student Body President

Introduction of Speaker
President Thrasher

Commencement Address
Dr. Pamela L. Perrewé
Haywood and Betty Taylor Eminent Scholar
of Business Administration
Distinguished Research Professor,
Department of Management, College of Business
2018-2019 Robert O. Lawton Distinguished Professor

Conferring of Academic Degrees
President Thrasher

Recessional
Hymn to the Garnet and Gold

J. Dayton Smith
Arranged by: Charles Carter
Ms. Sorenson, Conductor
Mr. Selker, Vocalist

(Those who are able are requested to stand for the Recession)
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES

UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE DEGREES
John Thrasher, President, Presiding

SATURDAY MORNING

Processional

Pomp and Circumstance

Sir Edward Elgar
Florida State University
College of Music Brass Choir
Ms. Rachel Sorenson, Conductor

(Those who are able are requested to rise when the Procession enters and to remain standing
through the Seminole Tribe of Florida Color Guard, the Pledge of Allegiance led by Daniel Hubbard and
the National Anthem led by Luke Selker)

Welcome and Comments

President Thrasher

Welcome

Ms. Stacey Pierre
Student Body President

Introduction of Speaker

President Thrasher

Commencement Address

Ms. Alana M. “Lonni” Alameda
Head Coach, FSU Women’s Softball
2018 National Champions

Conferring of Academic Degrees

President Thrasher

Recessional

Hymn to the Garnet and Gold

J. Dayton Smith
Arranged by: Charles Carter
Ms. Sorenson, Conductor
Mr. Selker, Vocalist

(Those who are able are requested to stand for the Recession)
THE MACE

With origins in the Middle Ages, the mace is an ornamental staff that symbolizes the authority of the university president.

The Florida State University mace, created from native black walnut and gold-plated silver, was designed by Ivan Johnson, FSU Professor of Art. The woodwork is the effort of James C. Smith, 1992-93 Lawton Distinguished Professor of Psychology, and the metalwork the product of FSU alumnus Donald Vodicka.

The university marshal bears the mace before the president as the academic procession enters and retires from academic convocations.

THE MEDALLION

The medallion, which hangs on a heavy chain and bears the university Seal, was first presented to then FSU President Bernard Sliger by the Alumni Association at the revived Fall Convocation in 1988. John Thrasher is the sixth president to wear the brass medallion as a symbol of the office at formal academic functions. The Alumni Association has also presented all living former presidents with this badge of honor.

THE BANNER

The Banner is the highest ranking of the armorial ensigns, types of flag with heraldic significance, dating from medieval times. A knight who had displayed particularly valorous conduct became known as a Knight Banneret and was permitted to display his coat of arms on a square flag or banner carried on his lance. The Banner marked the carrier’s position in battle, in a ceremony, or at a tournament.

Like the Mace, the Banner is one of the medieval heraldic devices adopted by the faculties of universities in Scotland in the 1400s to embellish academic ceremonies. Today we use them to identify the colleges participating in formal academic convocations.

ACADEMIC DEANS AND DIRECTORS

Dedman School of Hospitality    Dr. Donald Farr
Jim Moran School of Entrepreneurship    Dr. Susan Fiorito
College of Applied Studies    Dr. Randall Hanna
The Graduate School    Dr. Mark Riley
College of Medicine    Dr. John P. Fogarty
College of Motion Picture Arts    Mr. Reb Braddock
FAMU-FSU College of Engineering    Dr. J. Murray Gibson
College of Fine Arts    Dr. Scott Shamp
College of Communication and Information    Interim Dean
College of Social Sciences and Public Policy    Dr. Tim Chapin
College of Law    Dr. Erin O’Hara O’Connor
College of Nursing    Dr. Judith McFetridge-Durdle
College of Business    Dr. Michael Hartline
College of Criminology and Criminal Justice    Dr. Thomas G. Blomberg
College of Social Work    Dr. James Clark
College of Music    Dr. Patricia J. Flowers
College of Human Sciences    Dr. Michael Delp
College of Education    Dr. Damon Andrew
College of Arts and Sciences    Dr. Sam Huckaba
Undergraduate Studies    Dr. Karen L. Laughlin
University Libraries    Dr. Gale Etschmaier
Dean of Students    Dr. Vicki Dobiyanski
Christina Marie Ambrose – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Krystine Auguste – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Brett Michael Bushey – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Patrick Francis Byrnes – Global Club Management and Leadership
Fischer Chen – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Anna Cheokas – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Kacy Leigh Clark – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Jack Clavenna – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Madison Cohen – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Ambar Emely Delacruz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Gabriela Noelle do Pico – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Sabrina Sara Donato – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Robin Monae’ Garner – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Jamie Elizabeth Handy (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Global Club Management and Leadership
Cheyenne Marie Heaser – Hospitality and Tourism Management and Criminology
Lina Ciara Herrera – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Kaycee Nicole Hodges – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Mary Elizabeth Jackson – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Irina Isabel Kleesattel (CUM LAUDE) – Global Club Management and Leadership
Dalton Jeffrey Maxwell – Global Club Management and Leadership
William Joseph McKenna – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Olivia Grace Miller – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Sangjin Myung – Global Club Management and Leadership
Andrew Lowell Passante – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Jasmine Nicole Richardson (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
jesenia Rivera – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Martin Rodriguez Villamil – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Eddie Michael Rory – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Nytsa Tony Saayfan – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Chase Alan Schmehling – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Patrick Thomas Shubrick – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Bradley J. Singer – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Sierra Marie Slack – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Lacey Alexandra Sprague (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Sienna Claire Stunda – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Kacey Marie Talucci (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Payton Alexis Telleysh – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Lauren G. Villaneuva – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Kearston Laura Williams – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Kortnea Sheriece Williams – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Emily Kathleen Willis – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Brent R. Woodall – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Tara Lawson-Corley – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Victoria Diana Lewis – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Meredith Anne Little – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Rachel Marie Medina – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Alexandra Beatriz Mendoza-Garcia – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Giovanna Marie Pozo – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
April Rose Pucciarelli – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Samantha Rae Rios – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Olivia Madison Ruiz – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Alexandra Viviana Sampayo (CUM LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Jessica Ryan Sheridan – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Claudia Marie Sisko (CUM LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Gabrielle Marie Sousa – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Megan Marie Thomas – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Raven Bliss Wall-Stringer – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development

JIM MORAN SCHOOL OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Bachelor of Science
With Major In
Gabriela Andrea Alvarenga – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Katya Anleu (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Adam Scott Barker – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Abigail Hope Berry – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Ana Victoria Castillo Muñoz (CUM LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Marc Nathaniel Cohen – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Naomi Selma Cohen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Gabrielle Louise Cook (CUM LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Drew Alexander cusson – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Brenne Elizabeth Engel – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Megan Lindsay Estrella – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Briona Nicole Ho-Yen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Joanna Grace Parramore Hood (CUM LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Andrea Victoria Keen – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Keturah T. Kendrick – Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Katherine Elizabeth Kirchhoff – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development

COLLEGE OF APPLIED STUDIES
Bachelor of Science
With Major In
Raymond F. Bailey (CUM LAUDE) – Law Enforcement Operations
Rachel Deann Beach (CUM LAUDE) – Professional Communication
Kody Ryan Bidwell – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Simon Jose Blank – Law Enforcement Operations
Faith Rose Bryan – Professional Communication
Rachel Madelynn Castelli (CUM LAUDE) – Recreation Tourism & Events
Sabrina LeShawn Coleman – Crime Scene Investigation
Alicia Margaret Corner – Recreation Tourism & Events
Bethany C. R. Dunaway – Professional Communication
Dylan C. F. Dunaway – Professional Communication
Kylee Morgan Hall – Crime Scene Investigation
Tonya R. Hamilton – Professional Communication
Ethan Nathaniel Hawkins – Recreation Tourism & Events
Gabriella Shannon Jose (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Jason Daniel Jose – Crime Scene Investigation

DEDMAN SCHOOL OF HOSPITALITY
Bachelor of Science
With Major In
Christina Marie Ambrose – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Krystine Auguste – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Brett Michael Bushey – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Patrick Francis Byrnes – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Fischer Chen – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Anna Cheokas – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Kacy Leigh Clark – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Jack Clavenna – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Madison Cohen – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Ambar Emely Delacruz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Gabriela Noelle do Pico – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Sabrina Sara Donato – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Robin Monae’ Garner – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Jamie Elizabeth Handy (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Global Club Management and Leadership
Cheyenne Marie Heaser – Hospitality and Tourism Management and Criminology
Lina Ciara Herrera – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Kaycee Nicole Hodges – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Mary Elizabeth Jackson – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Irina Isabel Kleesattel (CUM LAUDE) – Global Club Management and Leadership
Dalton Jeffrey Maxwell – Global Club Management and Leadership
William Joseph McKenna – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Olivia Grace Miller – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Sangjin Myung – Global Club Management and Leadership
Andrew Lowell Passante – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Jasmine Nicole Richardson (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
jesenia Rivera – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Martin Rodriguez Villamil – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Eddie Michael Rory – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Nytsa Tony Saayfan – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Chase Alan Schmehling – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Patrick Thomas Shubrick – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Bradley J. Singer – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Sierra Marie Slack – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Lacey Alexandra Sprague (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Sienna Claire Stunda – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Kacey Marie Talucci (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Payton Alexis Telleysh – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Lauren G. Villaneuva – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Kearston Laura Williams – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Kortnea Sheriece Williams – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Emily Kathleen Willis – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Brent R. Woodall – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Tara Lawson-Corley – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Victoria Diana Lewis – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Meredith Anne Little – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Rachel Marie Medina – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Alexandra Beatriz Mendoza-Garcia – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Giovanna Marie Pozo – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
April Rose Pucciarelli – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Samantha Rae Rios – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Olivia Madison Ruiz – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Alexandra Viviana Sampayo (CUM LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Jessica Ryan Sheridan – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Claudia Marie Sisko (CUM LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Gabrielle Marie Sousa – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Megan Marie Thomas – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Raven Bliss Wall-Stringer – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development

JIM MORAN SCHOOL OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Bachelor of Science
With Major In
Gabriela Andrea Alvarenga – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Katya Anleu (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Adam Scott Barker – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Abigail Hope Berry – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Ana Victoria Castillo Muñoz (CUM LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Marc Nathaniel Cohen – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Naomi Selma Cohen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Gabrielle Louise Cook (CUM LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Drew Alexander cusson – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Brenne Elizabeth Engel – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Megan Lindsay Estrella – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Briona Nicole Ho-Yen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Joanna Grace Parramore Hood (CUM LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Andrea Victoria Keen – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Keturah T. Kendrick – Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Katherine Elizabeth Kirchhoff – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development

COLLEGE OF APPLIED STUDIES
Bachelor of Science
With Major In
Raymond F. Bailey (CUM LAUDE) – Law Enforcement Operations
Rachel Deann Beach (CUM LAUDE) – Professional Communication
Kody Ryan Bidwell – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Simon Jose Blank – Law Enforcement Operations
Faith Rose Bryan – Professional Communication
Rachel Madelynn Castelli (CUM LAUDE) – Recreation Tourism & Events
Sabrina LeShawn Coleman – Crime Scene Investigation
Alicia Margaret Corner – Recreation Tourism & Events
Bethany C. R. Dunaway – Professional Communication
Dylan C. F. Dunaway – Professional Communication
Kylee Morgan Hall – Crime Scene Investigation
Tonya R. Hamilton – Professional Communication
Ethan Nathaniel Hawkins – Recreation Tourism & Events
Gabriella Shannon Jose (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Jason Daniel Jose – Crime Scene Investigation
The Graduate School

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Yesusa Kimberlim Collantes Goicochea – Materials Science & Engineering
B.S., Universidad Nacional de Trujillo
M.S., University of Puerto Rico, Mayagüez
Major Professor: Dr. Eric Hellstrom

“Understanding Why Grain Boundaries Limit the Critical Current Density of Fe-based Superconductors and Exploring Ways to Increase Current Density”

Thomas Scott Geske – Materials Science & Engineering
B.S., Iowa State University
Major Professor: Dr. Zhibin Yu

“Deterministic Nucleation and Structural Control of Halide Perovskite Thin Films for Optoelectronic Devices”

College of Medicine

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Jonathon Bezrouch – Clinical Professions
Theresa Isabella Frederick (Magna Cum Laude) – Clinical Professions
Collin Maxwell Goldstein (Magna Cum Laude) – Clinical Professions

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Ryan Karroll Higgins – Biomedical Sciences
B.S., Indiana University
Major Professor: Dr. Yanchang Wang

“The Cellular Response to Misfolded Proteins”

Lindsay L. Sailer – Neuroscience – BMS
B.S., University of North Florida
Major Professor: Dr. Mohamed Kabbaj

“Consequences of Prenatal Exposure to Valproic Acid in the Socially Monogamous Prairie Vole”

College of Motion Picture Arts

Master of Fine Arts
With Major In

Michelle Marie Calderon – Motion Picture Arts – Writing
Aaron Chung – Motion Picture Arts - Writing
Zoë Marie DeLeon – Motion Picture Arts - Writing
Anthony Guy DeNiro – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Jacob Tyler Hutchison – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Sara Karimipour – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Brandon Martin Shenk – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Dylan Michael Zivitz – Motion Picture Arts - Production

FAMU - FSU College of Engineering

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Richard C. Abbey – Civil Engineering
Samuel Forrest Albin-Jones – Civil Engineering
David Ludwig Rafael Balbuena (Summa Cum Laude) – Mechanical Engineering and Applied & Computational Mathematics
Zachary Alexander Balsinger – Chemical Engineering
James Beattie – Mechanical Engineering
Gregory George Boldt – Mechanical Engineering
Thomas Andrew Brannon – Civil Engineering
Nicholas David Brooks – Environmental Engineering
Richard Michael Campbell III – Electrical Engineering
Brycen Dane DeBruner – Electrical Engineering

James Charles Donahue (Summa Cum Laude) – Civil Engineering
Fall Commencement 2018 – THE FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
### COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS

**Bachelor of Arts With Major In**

- **Jahniah A. Austin** – Studio Art
- **Jacob Alganon Beal (Magna Cum Laude)** – Studio Art
- **Ashley Katherine Bettinger** – Studio Art
- **Jaclyn Alexandria Borkowski** – Studio Art
- **Olivia Rosalyn Brooks** – Studio Art
- **Breanna Leigh Bruner (Cum Laude)** – Art History and Digital Media Production
- **Rachel Elizabeth Bunting (Magna Cum Laude)** – Studio Art
- **Alexander Juarez Campbell** – Studio Art
- **Courtney La'Shay Carter** – Studio Art
- **Lauren Jane Castner** – Studio Art
- **Donni Samantha Cohen** – Art History
- **Daniel Valenti Collins Jr.** – Studio Art
- **Mara Olivia Cooper (Magna Cum Laude)** – Studio Art and International Affairs
- **Monesica Craig** – Studio Art
- **Lauren Ashley Dalton** – Studio Art
- **Xiomara Angellee Garay (Summa Cum Laude)** – Studio Art
- **Cendy Alexis Hoffnung** – Studio Art
- **Olivia Riley Jett** – Studio Art
- **Jaden Alexander Johnson** – Studio Art
- **David Emil Keller** – Studio Art
- **Sunjungr Kim (Cum Laude)** – Studio Art
- **Joel Caroline Land** – Theatre
- **Abigail Churchwell Mann** – Art History
- **Jillian C. Martell (Cum Laude)** – Theatre
- **Alyssa Norine McClellan** – Studio Art
- **Maryam Michelle Montenegro** – Studio Art
- **Sarah Alyssa Morell (Cum Laude)** – Studio Art
- **Anna Monique Rafferty** – Studio Art
- **Raquel Yvette Reyes Calderon** – Studio Art
- **Alyson Rae Rezende** – Studio Art
- **Danielle Robinson** – Studio Art

**Magna Cum Laude**

- **Aisling Mary Ryan** – Theatre
- **John Patrick Talty** – Studio Art
- **Darranutt Darr Tieblang** – Studio Art
- **Amelia Leigh Vandemark (Magna Cum Laude)** – Studio Art
- **Elizabeth Hope Volpe** – Studio Art

**Bachelor of Fine Arts With Major In**

- **Elton Avery Burgh** – Studio Art
- **Bryanna Lyn Dean (Magna Cum Laude)** – Dance
- **Jordan Nachole Hall** – Studio Art
- **Kelly Ann Hanning** – Studio Art
- **Hunter Linn Heerema** – Studio Art
- **Katherine Logan** – Studio Art
- **Caroline Victoria Grace Manuel (Cum Laude)** – Studio Art
- **Kylie Elizabeth McGinnis (Cum Laude)** – Studio Art and Japanese Language & Culture
- **Kristen Abriel Valle (Magna Cum Laude)** – Studio Art

**Bachelor of Science With Major In**

- **Christina Nicole Adamyk** – Studio Art
- **Johnston Brenard Roberts** – Interior Design

**Magna Cum Laude**

- **Taylor Lynn Crosby** – Art History
- **Tyler Law** – Museum Education and Visitor-Centered Exhibitions

**Bachelor of Science With Major In**

- **Hae Jeong Hwang** – Interior Design
- **Jennifer Louise Infinger** – Art Education
- **Sunjungr Kim** – Art Education
- **Kylie Elizabeth McGinnis** – Art Education
- **Michelle Marie Torrè Pérez** – Art Therapy
- **Amelia Leigh Vandemark** – Art Education
- **Simone Dominique Wilson** – Art Therapy

**Doctor of Education With Major In**

- **Samuel Baker Rosenstein** – Education
  - B.A., University of Georgia
  - M.P.A., University of Georgia
  - Major Professor: Dr. Sara Scott Shields

**Doctor of Philosophy With Major In**

- **Alexandra Rae Allen** – Education
  - B.A., Florida State University
  - M.S., Florida State University
  - Major Professor: Dr. Rachel Fendler

**Bachelor of Science With Major In**

- **Deidre Carter** – Art History
  - B.A., Indiana University
  - M.A., Florida State University
  - Major Professor: Dr. Lynn Jones

- **Devair Oakleigh Jeffries** – Theatre
  - B.A., Winthrop University
  - M.A., University of South Carolina
  - Major Professor: Dr. Elizabeth Osborne

- **Jaye-Tremille McNair** – Art Education
  - B.S., Drexel University
  - M.A., University of the Arts
  - Major Professor: Dr. Sara Scott Shields

### COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION

**Bachelor of Arts With Major In**

- **Matthew Thomas Evans (Magna Cum Laude)** – Digital Media Production
- **Mia Granade** – Media/Communication Studies
- **Aaron Michael Kudja (Cum Laude)** – Digital Media Production
- **Annika Norris (Magna Cum Laude)** – Advertising and Studio Art
- **Euripides Lambros Stephanou** – Public Relations and International Affairs

**Bachelor of Science With Major In**

- **David Alcin** – Media/Communication Studies
- **Darci Alexis Allen** – Media/Communication Studies
- **Kaelen Grace Birkholz (Magna Cum Laude)** – Information Communication & Technology
- **Benjamin F. Bloodworth** – Information Technology
- **Sydney Elizabeth Booker (Cum Laude)** – Media/Communication Studies and Political Science
- **Krysten Brenlia (Magna Cum Laude)** – Public Relations and Editing, Writing, & Media
- **Waled Butt** – Information Technology
- **Codi Elizabeth Cain** – Information Technology
- **MacKenzie Dianne Cameron (Cum Laude)** – Media/Communication Studies
- **Joshua Madison Cartwright** – Information Technology
Paulo Correa Jr. – Communication Theory & Research
B.A., Florida State University
M.A., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Davis Houck

“Spectacle Lynching and the NAACP’s Push for Anti-Lynch Legislation: A Reception Study of the Claude Neal Lynching”

Kailash Koushik – Communication Theory & Research
B.Com., University of Mysore Technology
M.S., Manipal University
M.S., London School of Economics & Political Science
Major Professor: Dr. Jennifer Proffitt

“Political Economy of Media Labor: An Analysis of Working Conditions of Newspaper Journalists in Karnataka, India”

Ciera Marie Lorio – Communication Science & Disorders
B.S., University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point
M.S., Bowling Green State University
Major Professor: Dr. Juliann Woods

“Provider and Caregiver Reflections during Early Intervention Caregiver Coaching Sessions”

Jerrica Ty Rowlett – Communication Theory & Research
B.A., Georgetown College
M.A., Clemson University
Major Professor: Dr. Ulla Sypher

“Snap It Together: Exploring the Role of Snapchat Live Stories in the Collective Identity and Action of Offline Communities”

Angel Daniel Blanco Soto – International Affairs and Economics
Nicole Rae Bonczek – Social Science
William Oliver Bosley Jr. – Economics
Michael Bottenfield – Economics
Cameron Douglas Bradley – Political Science
Darius Brown – Sociology
Emerald MayAnn Logan Brown – Sociology
Matthew Emanuel Brown – Political Science
Audrey Jane Browning (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Environment & Society and Geography
Elizabeth Michala Bryan (CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs and Religion
Ian Matthew Burse (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Environment & Society and Geography
Gustavo E. Cabre – Social Science
Kiele Alessandra Cabrera (CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs

LaRissa Braga Cambusano – Sociology
Christine Campbell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Rael Candelaria – International Affairs
Evan Thomas Cannan – Economics
Matthew James Capelutto – Economics
Michael Caravello – Social Science
Marina Justine Carlson – Sociology and Statistics
Orlando Xavier Carrasquillo – Political Science
Olivia Jean Carroll – Social Science
Alexandra Carter – Political Science
Joseph Michael Cary – International Affairs
Katherine Nicole Castro – International Affairs
Gabriella Luiza Cavallini – Environment & Society
Cameron Chadyse – International Affairs and Social Science
Charles Jack Chambers II – Political Science
Jordan Channel – Geography
Taelor Madison Chism – Social Science
Demarcus Jermaine Christmas – Social Science

Brooke Ashley Christy (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Preston Tyler Clark – Social Science
Allison Carol Clarke-Hall – Sociology
Auston Maison Collazo – Economics
Julian Victor Collazo (CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Julian Victor Collazo (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Joyce La’Kia Comer – Social Science
Blake Rey Connell – Political Science
Megan Connolly – Social Science
Ana Cristina Cook – International Affairs
Lauren Elisabeth Corey (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science and Environment & Society
Jake Robert Correia – Social Science
Anastasia Maritza Crespo – Economics
Michael J. Crespo – Environment & Society
Brian Shelton Crews – Social Science
Casey Alexander Cribb – Social Science
Maria Fernanda Cuellar Mirones – Economics
Briana Veronica D’Souza – Social Science
Giovanna Pereira Da Silva – International Affairs and Economics

Lucy Daly – Sociology and Psychology
Sinead Katie Daniar – Political Science
Jessica Marie De La Pascua (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs and Political Science
Austin James Delgado – Political Science
Giulia M. DelMello (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Kelsey Dayna Demirpolat – Social Science
Derek Lorentz Dennison – Sociology
Bianca Michelle Díaz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Environment & Society

College of Social Sciences and Public Policy

Bachelor of Arts
With Major In
Isaac Vazquez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science and International Affairs

Bachelor of Science
With Major In
Ahna Elizabeth Abuvala – Sociology
Nathan A. Adams-Jordan – Social Science
Kevin Emanuel Adererley Jr. – Sociology
Fardeen Ahmed – Economics
Juliana Alvarez – Political Science
Kevin Alexander Alzate – Economics
Fairuz T. Amin – Social Science
Kirstie Amores – Economics
Kendall Leigh Anderson – Sociology
Clancy Nicole Appar – Sociology
Elise Marie Aragon – Social Science
Latrese Yvonne Bailey – Sociology
Laylaa Khan Bangash – Political Science
Courtney Melissa Baptiste – Social Science
Jacqueline Michelle Barker – International Affairs
Kijuan Romeo Barnes – Social Science
Kristen S. Barry (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Ethan Bashan – Economics
Catherine Batista – Social Science
Marlee Baumgartner (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Sociology
Sarah Lynne Bauserman (CUM LAUDE) – Social Science
Sophia Arielle Bazemore (CUM LAUDE) – Sociology
Abdul Fattal Bello – International Affairs
Karen Michelle Benitez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science and International Affairs
Gabriela Victoria Bernadet – Social Science
Caleb Bernard – Environment & Society
Andy Bien-Aime – Sociology
Elizabeth Ann Birdsong – Social Science
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Ashley Brooke Lynn – Economics
Annalise Lynn Maillet – Economics
Anthony Carl Manucci – Economics
Jimmy Ray Mauk – Economics
Anna Olivia Melton – Economics
Gerald Whitney Ray – Applied American Politics & Policy
Madison Rodriguez – Applied Economics
Timothy John Rooney Jr. – Economics
Dominique M. Rothrock – International Affairs
Olivia Lane Saunders – International Affairs
Victoria Marie Shell – Economics
Philip Christian Solimine – Economics
Neil C. Spencer II – Applied American Politics & Policy
Connor Thompson – Economics
Mackenzie Dawn Thompson – International Affairs
Regan Michael Urquhart – International Affairs
Joseph Stephen Valley – Applied American Politics & Policy
Pedro Alejandro Vasquez – International Affairs
Edricus J. Williams – International Affairs

Master of Science in Planning
With Major In

Achaia Hasanna Brown – Urban & Regional Planning
Daphne Raquel Green – Urban & Regional Planning
Daniel P. Hubbard – Urban & Regional Planning
Nathaniel T. Kusel – Urban & Regional Planning
Helena Michelle Lahens – Urban & Regional Planning
Jorge Juan Puente Sanchez – Urban & Regional Planning
David S. Ragsdale – Urban & Regional Planning
Eric Randal Williams Jr. – Urban & Regional Planning

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Ketsia Stephanie Dimanche – Economics
B.A., Florida Atlantic University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Patrick L. Mason
“Essays on the Economic Outcomes of Children of Immigrants”

Stephen Robert Franke – Economics
B.S., Florida State University
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Milton Marquis
“Value-at-Risk and Expected Shortfall Estimation via Randomized Quasi-Monte Carlo Methods and Comparative Analysis”

Philip Edward Henrickson – Political Science
B.S., Texas A&M University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Mark Souva
“Applied Predictive Modeling for Prediction and Inference in International Conflict and Political Violence”

Quentin Kaeh Kilpatrick – Sociology
B.A., Bowling Green State University
M.A., Ohio University
Major Professor: Dr. John Taylor
“The Role of the Behavioral Inhibition System and the Behavioral Activation System in the Stress Process”

Alexandra Raechel Krause – Sociology
B.A., University of Iowa
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Koji Ueno
“Differences in Employment Outcomes Between Persons With and Without Disabilities”

Jun Ki Lee – Public Administration
B.A., Chung-Ang University
M.P.A., Arizona State University
Major Professor: Dr. William E. Klay
“Why Do Governments Contract with Other Governments?: A Look at Public-Private Partnerships in Florida”

Stella Nicole Min – Sociology
B.A., University of Colorado
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Miles G. Taylor
“Pathways to Family Formation in an Era of Student Loan Debt”

Janelle Marie Batta
Javier R. Benavides
Savannah Gracie Bingham (CUM LAUDE)
Jeffrey S. Chen
Elisabeth Ann Davenport (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)
Grey Douglas Dodge (CUM LAUDE)
Steven R. Hart (CUM LAUDE)
Joshua Lance Hitt
Kristopher David Kaylor (CUM LAUDE)
Judah C. Lieblich (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)
Brian George Many (CUM LAUDE)
Brody Miller Martin
Alexa Mary Rose Rimmer (CUM LAUDE)
Emina Sehovic
Daniel Joseph Shubeck
Kaitlin Jane Stolz (CUM LAUDE)
Kevin B. Taylor (CUM LAUDE)
Regan Michael Urquhart
Zachary Daniel Vidal
Jessica Emeline Wallace

Elizabeth Anne Eversole (CUM LAUDE)

COLLEGE OF LAW

Collins Hallnas

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Darby Elizabeth Adams – Marketing
John Jairo Aguadelo – Finance and Real Estate
Godfrey Weir Colton Alexander V – Professional Sales
Ashley Danielle Allard – Accounting
Jacob Lee Allen – Finance and Professional Sales
Kyle Douglas Altomare – Professional Sales and Biological Science
Carlos A. Alvarado – Finance
Kevin James Anderson – Real Estate and Finance

COLLEGE OF NURSING

Bachelor of Science in Nursing
With Major In

Kaitlin Diane Bailey – Nursing
Alexis Lane Buler – Nursing
Malira Clark – Nursing
Nicholas Aaron Davenport – Nursing
Geslande Dessalines – Nursing
Ruth Egan – Nursing
Elisa Glenn Ereckson – Nursing
Drew Steven Fantancione – Nursing
Susan Folker – Nursing
Kaitlin Elizabeth Gallagher – Nursing
Katherine Anne Garcia – Nursing
Jessey Allie Haasi – Nursing
Roneisha Alexis Hall – Nursing
Holly T. Headley – Nursing
Courtney Marie Holloway – Nursing
Bailee Amelia Kennedy – Nursing
Chellet Letourneau – Nursing
Jennifer Wester McCarrill – Nursing
Christopher Menz – Nursing
Lanie Marie Miranda – Nursing
Daniel Fernando Molina Mejia – Nursing
Anna Louise Norris – Nursing
Morgan Leigh Overstreet – Nursing
Godslow Owusu Apiah – Nursing
Jennifer Lynn Samander – Nursing
Abigail Diane Shidell – Nursing
Morgan Nicole Signor – Nursing
Amberley Margaret Spencer – Nursing
Gabrielle Leanna Stacy – Nursing
Taylor Urow – Nursing
Ashley Christine Vernon – Nursing
Jesse Lee White – Nursing
Hannah M. Williams – Nursing
Blair Kelly Wulkerskes – Nursing

Fall Commencement 2018
THE FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
Daniel Brian Hinds (CUM LAUDE) – Human Resource Management
Cassie Jean Hoekzema – Finance and Marketing
John Marc Hoenig – Accounting and Economics
William David Hooper III (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Logan Connor Hopkins – Marketing
Danielle Nicole Hordinski – Marketing
William Lamar Hosford (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Angeline Nicole Hough – Management and Marketing
Christopher Ryan Hubman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Management Information Systems
Michael Allen Hughes – Marketing and Economics
Camille Nicole Hypolite – Marketing
Rebecca Maile Ingle – Accounting
Rashad Justin Ismail – Marketing
Audacious Simone Jackson – Hospitality Management
Eric Jarquin – Accounting
Bryce William Jarvis (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Kevin Alexander Jasinski – Marketing
Yihao Jin – Finance
Cameron Douglas Johnson – Finance
Jeffrey Parker Johnson – Risk Management/Insurance
Kyle Barnett Johnson (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance
Dylan James Jones (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance
Joseph Wallace Kapczynski – Accounting and Finance
Abraar Katoot – Management Information Systems
Rachel Marie Medina – Marketing
Brennan Rhodes Venable Meiser – Risk Management/Insurance
Juan Camilo Mendez – Finance and Real Estate
Noel Alexander Mendoza – Finance
Elijah Dee Menton – Management
Damiya Mensa – Accounting
Miranda Marie Messner (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Risk Management/Insurance
Owen Arlis Miltinski – Management and Risk Management/Insurance
Gabriella Miller – Professional Sales
Leonardo Miyares – Accounting
Leonardo Miyares – Finance and Economics
Oralia Monroy (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Management
Amanda Kayo Monteleone – Management
Joshua Wade Moore Jr. – Accounting
Ryan Joseph Moore (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Risk Management/Insurance
Jennifer Lee Morand – Human Resource Management
Richard D. Morris – Management
Ryan Morris – Marketing
Michael David Mulholland (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Najee Mustafa – Management
Maria Lucia Navarro (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Kevin Connor Nelson – Management
Kelsey Elizabeth Nesturick – Marketing
Caleb Randolph Newman – Professional Sales
Cole Skyler Nittauer – Finance
Kelsey Leigh Oberbroeckling (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Risk Management/Insurance
Lana Hunter Ogalesco (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Lauren Elizabeth Olsen – Finance
Juan Carlos Ortega Jr. – Accounting and Management Information Systems
Alejandro Padron – Accounting
Alejandro Padron – Finance
Kelly Jean Elizabeth Palumbi – Finance
Travis Scott Parker – Finance
Kyle Taylor Parsons – Management
Neel Yogesh Persad – Finance and Management Information Systems
Samantha Pena – Marketing
Jorge Alverto Perdomo Sandoval – Management Information Systems
Jessica Michelle Perez – Management
Michael Perez – Management Information Systems
Lauren Nicole Perlmutter (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Chase James Perry – Finance and Real Estate
Kaylynn Meadow Perry – Human Resource Management
Juan Pescador – Accounting
Alexander Andreievich Petrov – Management Information Systems
Jerry Piersol – Management
Irina Plasoti – Finance
Charles Avery Pohl – Risk Management/Insurance
Landon Vincent Pokela – Finance
Erin Elizabeth Pope – Accounting
Mitchell Ernest Prince – Finance
Jared Morgan Pruett – Management Information Systems
Makai Stephano Pullara – Marketing
Philip Salvatore Randazzo – Management Information Systems
Scott William Reardon – Risk Management/Insurance
Andrew Thomas Rector – Finance
Trista Lynn Reeves – Management Information Systems
Bryna Reisenauer – Business Administration
Josue Miguel Reyes – Finance and Real Estate
Yuliana Mickella Reyes – Accounting
Michael James Reynolds (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Austin Rhoades (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Fiorella Sofia Riccobono – Finance and Social Science
Robert Richardson III – Accounting
Hunter Robert Rieth (CUM LAUDE) – Entrepreneurship and Professional Sales
Megan Risman – Accounting
Devin Mark Ritrosky – Finance
Devin Mark Ritrosky – Real Estate
James Raymond Ritter III (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Entrepreneurship
Abby Nicole Rogers – Marketing
Madison Brooke Rogers (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Maria L. Romero – Finance
Christopher Joseph Rondina – Management
Sean Brandon Rosinsky – Accounting
Annette Marie Rotunno (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Christopher Charles Rudolph III – Management
Scott Patrick Russell – Finance and Real Estate
Patrick Thomas Rutkowski – Risk Management/Insurance
Connor Matthew Ruyak – Finance and Real Estate
Jessica Mary Saenz (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Jaime Angel Salazar – Real Estate
Jessica Beatriz Sanchez – Risk Management/Insurance
Donahue Axel Sauer – Finance
Daniel Lawrence Scarpinato (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Joshua Barre Schwartz (CUM LAUDE) – Professional Sales and Finance
Andrea Lajenya Scott – Management
Randolph Adam Seidler (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Kirk Joseph Senior (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance
Mary Ann Shaepe (CUM LAUDE) – Business Administration
Yash Sandeep Shirodkar – Finance and Real Estate
Muhammad Sidat Sadak – Risk Management/Insurance
Seam Hunter Siegenthaler – Finance and Real Estate

Talise Siqueira Galo – Accounting
Marilee E. Skavnes – Management
Keith Robert Smelie – Finance and Professional Sales
Adam Stuart Smith – Marketing
Kyle Louis Smith – Business Administration
Ryan Robert Smith – Hospitality Management
Christopher M. Soisson – Human Resource Management

Brock Alan St John – Finance and Actuarial Science
Francesca Madison Stein – Finance
Vance Foster Stephens – Marketing
Michael Richard Straub – Professional Sales
Wesley Rooks Strump – Finance and Real Estate

Jo Soo Su – Management Information Systems
Abigail Karen Haynes Suhr (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Abigail Karen Haynes Suhr (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance

Jake Laurence Sukeniek – Risk Management/Insurance
Koka Mbuthia Sukuro (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Erik Russell Swanson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Business Administration
Cameron Michael Talbot – Risk Management/Insurance

Nathan Paul Tardrew – Finance
Nathan Paul Tardrew – Real Estate
Brock A. Taylor – Business Administration
Devin Tiffany – Finance and Real Estate

Amanda Langlee Toothman – Marketing
Robert Nicholas Tribolo – Finance and Management
Gregory Drew Turman – Risk Management/Insurance and Real Estate
Ryan Koch Turman – Finance and Real Estate
Kristen Mckenzie Vacc – Marketing and Human Resource Management
Edna Valcin – Finance

Justin Michael Valdes – Entrepreneurship
Justin Michael Valdes – Real Estate and Finance
Ricardo Andres Valero Perez – Finance and Management
Shelby Lynn Vasser – Risk Management/Insurance

Cristina Isabel Vetencourt Zepha (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Professional Sales and Advertising

Kylie Victoria – Finance
Trawick Stefan Ville – Risk Management/Insurance

Sarahi Vital – Marketing and Management
Bilal Hassan Waizani – Finance
Matthew Todd Walker – Business Administration

Timothy Maximillian Wallace – Finance
Lance C. Walter – Finance
Morgan Elizabeth Warmack – Professional Sales and Risk Management/Insurance
Ryan Thomas Webster – Management Information Systems
Nicholas Scott Wegscheid – Real Estate
Emily Hayley Weisberg – Retail Management and Finance

Andrew William Weisz – Accounting
Andrew William Weisz – Management Information Systems

Benjamin Scott White (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Marketing
Abigail Reagan Whitney – Marketing

Hunter Cay Wieder – Management and Entrepreneurship
Griffin Lee Wilcox – Accounting and Finance
Michael Charles Williams – Accounting
Stephani Brooke Wilson (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance
Yvette Silva Wilson – Accounting
Joy Enid Wright – Management and Applied/Comp Mathematics
Michael William Wynn – Accounting

Makena Leigh Yunker – Management Information Systems
Sabrina Zakka – Retail Management
Lilly Anne Zaleski – Marketing
Jade Arianna Zambrano Alvarez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Sydney Noel Ziemba – Accounting
Joseph Tyler Zuback – Finance

Master of Accounting
With Major In

Nathan David Cates – Assurance and Advisory Services
Oksana Sophia Deputat – Taxation
Aixin Gu – Accounting-Generalist
Yamei Guo – Taxation
Courtney M. Hopper – Accounting-Generalist
Aloxus Lee Elisabeth Kinney – Assurance and Advisory Services

Sarah Roper Kuhne – Taxation
Courtney Marie Levitz – Taxation
Ying-Tung Liu – Assurance and Advisory Services
Xue Mei – Taxation
Leslie Trawick – Assurance and Advisory Services

Ryan Edward Ward – Assurance and Advisory Services
Han Yang – Accounting-Generalist
Mengyuan Zheng – Assurance and Advisory Services

Master of Business Administration
With Major In

Courtney Ann Beck – Business Administration
Joe J. Calcagno – Business Administration
Mario Eduardo Carozzi Alayza – Business Administration
Alejandro Casas – Business Administration
Mallory Crouse – Business Administration
Adam Kenneth Crump – Business Administration

Gina DeFano – Business Administration
Michael A. DeLuca – Business Administration
Grey Douglas Dodge – Business Administration

John Andrew Dorman – Business Administration
Grayson Alexandre Dunn – Business Administration

Ida Karolna Eikrem – Business Administration
Stephanie Ellis – Business Administration
Robert Craig Finley III – Business Administration
Joel Gifar – Business Administration
Samuel D. Glickman – Business Administration
Lee Gordon – Business Administration
Emily A. Hansen – Business Administration
Ryan Edward Higbee – Business Administration

Charles Anthony Johnson – Business Administration
Hunter Stephen Jones – Business Administration
Mark Brian Kasilus – Business Administration
Kathi Diane Ladoniczki – Business Administration

Anthony James Lobello Jr. – Business Administration
Matthew David Magee – Business Administration

Sandy Kay Martin – Business Administration
John T. Marvin III – Business Administration
Abraham Juan Mojica – Business Administration
Carla Noble – Business Administration
Benjamin James Paladino – Business Administration

Paul Park – Business Administration
Nishant Dilip Patel – Business Administration
Carolyn Marie Pigott – Business Administration
Erin Eileen Pisalese – Business Administration
Bhumika Dhaval Ray – Business Administration
Sabrina Shre – Hospitality & Tourism Management

Christopher M. Tablack – Business Administration

Erin G. Tupper – Business Administration
Joshua Lynn Vandagriff – Business Administration

Zachary Daniel Vidal – Business Administration
Nathan Blair Whitchurch – Business Administration

Andrea L. White – Business Administration

Master of Science
With Major In

Daniel Phillip Bryan – Management Information Systems
Dustin Kerry Exum – Management Information Systems

Geoff Allen Goehler – Management Information Systems
Jonas Jorve – Management Information Systems
Mariana McGranie – Management Information Systems

Razvan Florin Petrescu – Management Information Systems
Jeffrey David Stockley – Management Information Systems

Samantha A. Valley – Risk Management

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Carrie S. Absher – Marketing
B.B.A., University of Kentucky
M.B.A., Augusta State University
Major Professors: Dr. Maura Scott and Dr. Martin Mende

“No Pain, No Gain: How Form of Payment Affects Social Perception of Stigmatized Consumers”

Katia Galdino – Strategy
Bachelor’s, UNA University Centre
M.S., Pontifical Catholic University of Minas Gerais
Major Professor: Dr. Bruce Lamont

“Institutions and Imprinting in the Formalization of Informal Firms: A Cross-Country Analysis”

Reginald Jamar Harris – Strategy
B.B.A., University of Kentucky
M.B.A., Augusta State University
Major Professors: Dr. Bruce Lamont and Dr. Robert Michael Holmes

“Community Social Capital, Tie Strength, and Firm-Founding”

Yi Liu – Management Information Systems
Bachelor’s, Anhui University
M.S., Auburn University
M.B.A., Auburn University
Major Professors: Dr. Ashley Bush and Dr. Xirin Tang

“Intra-Platform Competition: The Role of Strategic and Operational Evolution in App Success”

B.S., Pontifical Catholic University of Minas Gerais
Major Professor: Dr. Bruce Lamont

“Institutions and Imprinting in the Formalization of Informal Firms: A Cross-Country Analysis”

Reginald Jamar Harris – Strategy
B.B.A., University of Kentucky
M.B.A., Augusta State University
Major Professors: Dr. Bruce Lamont and Dr. Robert Michael Holmes

“Community Social Capital, Tie Strength, and Firm-Founding”

Yi Liu – Management Information Systems
Bachelor’s, Anhui University
M.S., Auburn University
M.B.A., Auburn University
Major Professors: Dr. Ashley Bush and Dr. Xirin Tang

“Intra-Platform Competition: The Role of Strategic and Operational Evolution in App Success”
Aaliyah Teria Adderley – Criminology
Chadron Pierre Addison – Criminology
Brittany Alexandra Argote (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Editing, Writing, & Media
Harry Joseph Aleman – Criminology
Lovely Aristilde – Criminology and Psychology
Sasan Alexi Assary – Criminology
Jeffrey Thomas Baird – Criminology
Alissa Christine Ball – Criminology
Andre Moraes Batista – Criminology
Teona Marie Bell – Criminology
Jude Jahekel Bien-Aime – Criminology
Albernisha Blackman – Criminology
Danielle Allison Blake – Criminology
Deriel Marquis Blanks – Criminology
Carole Jeanne Brown – Criminology
Anthony Thomas Burdick – Criminology
Sashia Cabral Perez – Criminology
Anthony Thomas Burdick – Criminology
Sashia Cabral Perez – Criminology
Jessica Nicole Cruz – Criminology
Justin Chau – Criminology
Woufel Chevelon – Criminology
Julio Cesar Chirinos Jr. – Criminology
Tyri Clark – Criminology
Joshua Matthew Cohen – Criminology
Gavin Ryan Cook – Cyber Criminology - Criminology
Vanessa Corona – Criminology and International Affairs
Robert Webster Costa – Criminology
John Anthony Cournoyer Jr. – Criminology
Jessica Nicole Cruz – Criminology
Meaghan Kathleen Cunningham – Criminology
Jonathan Paul Cutler – Criminology
Alyssa LeAnn Davenport – Criminology
Jennifer Rose DeNario – Criminology
Ivanna Dominguez – Criminology
Shannon Christine Dunphy – Criminology and Psychology
Daniel Ryan Duvall – Criminology
Niquelle Monet Eady – Criminology
Hannah Laine Elgin – Criminology
Kymani Mailynn Erskine – Criminology and Psychology
Lavada Belle Flood – Criminology
Taisel Fortun – Criminology
Grant Alexander Garmandia – Criminology
Stefanie Terricia Gibbs – Criminology
Elissa Renee Girod (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Amanda Morgan Gray – Criminology
Chase Edward Hale – Criminology
Joshua James Hallock – Criminology
Brooke Elizabeth Hancock – Criminology and Psychology
Tameka Ulette Harrison – Criminology
Kara Marie Helbig – Criminology
Matthew James Honyak – Criminology
Judit L. Ivester – Criminology
Jared Daniel Jensen – Criminology
Kandace Nicole Jernigan – Criminology
Kiara Sheri Johnson – Cyber Criminology - Criminology
Nicole Andrea Juarez-Gonzalez – Criminology
Kaitlyn Ashley Keough – Criminology
Sarrafz Nadeer Khan – Criminology
Michelle Nicole Kilpatrick – Criminology
Tyler William Kincaid – Criminology
Jeffrey Samuel Klein – Criminology
Abigayle Kristine Kosmas – Criminology
Natalia Kuikka – Criminology
Ashley Christine Labrada – Criminology
Chauvet Leshay Latimore – Criminology
Jordan Nicole Lenner (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Taylor Edgar Leonard – Criminology
Jade Elena Leone (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Jana Marie Leyh (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Dwight Lomax Jr. – Criminology
Jocelyn Kate Lott – Cyber Criminology - Criminology
Matthew Ryan Lovejoy – Criminology
Vanessa Lozano-Vega (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Souhaila Maichouf – Criminology
Justin Francis Marsino – Criminology
James Daniel McCallum – Criminology
Megan Lee McManus (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Bryanna Elizabeth Means – Criminology
Kaitlyn Mendez – Criminology
David Mier – Criminology
Darlon Gordon Miller – Criminology
Tiya Monea Moore – Criminology
Chelsea Theresa Mott – Criminology
Michael Myslicki – Cyber Criminology - Criminology
Luke Benjamin Nassar – Criminology and Psychology
Madison Brianna Nelson – Criminology
Michelle Jessica Newman – Criminology
Samantha Alexandria Norene – Criminology and Psychology
Kaitlyn MccGe Norris – Criminology
Adalisies Ortiz – Criminology
Daniel Ethan Parent (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Cheyenne Lyn Parks – Criminology
Elmer Jamal Payne – Criminology
Tyler Jack Perez – Criminology
Ashley Pieper (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Emma Rose Prestiosa – Criminology
Aaron Jacob Rainey – Criminology
Emily Ann Roberts – Criminology
Mattison Gillette Robinson – Criminology and Psychology
Jean-Carlo Rodríguez – Criminology
Louis Stephon Rush – Cyber Criminology - Criminology
Joseph Rutzke – Criminology
Michael Ryan (CUM LAUDE) – Cyber Studies
Taylor Lynn Sabil – Criminology
Monica Eileen Sanchez – Criminology and Psychology
Joshua Robert Sands – Criminology and Middle Eastern Studies
Alex Barros Scherrer – Criminology
Alexandra Schmidt – Criminology
Quinton Steven Scrase – Criminology
Rebecca Secas – Criminology
Amanda Lynn Seda – Criminology
Nicholas Joseph Selasky – Criminology
Jaquilla Ariel Sheppard – Criminology
Knox Anthony Sickmon – Criminology
Elizabeth Mara Siegel – Criminology and Psychology
Alaura Rosa Sierra – Criminology
Lewis Andrew Sims – Criminology
Leah Nalini Singh – Criminology
Brooke Lynn Siracusano (CUM LAUDE) – Cyber Criminology - Criminology
Mistykal Angel Stephens – Criminology
Todd Alexander Sterling (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Jamauli Rashane Stewart – Criminology
Morgan Sydney Stone – Criminology and Psychology
Kaytriana Travy Straker – Criminology
Alec Dean Taylor – Criminology
Kara Shaye Theisen – Criminology
Brooke Elizabeth Tideman – Criminology and Psychology
Ned Balkum Tolbert – Criminology
Sofia Marie Torres – Criminology and Psychology
Jackson Reed Truslow (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
David Brandon Turner – Criminology
Rayndel Valle – Criminology
Oener Emmanuel Valmeus Jr. – Criminology
Andrew Robert Vassallo – Criminology
Jessica Lauren Velardi (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Nicholas Adam Walewski – Criminology
Quincy Michael Warren – Cyber Criminology - Criminology
Melissa Renee Washington – Criminology
Dana Leigh White – Criminology and Psychology
Daneshaa Dahnee' Whitmore – Criminology
Mary Catherine Williams – Criminology and Psychology
McKenna Lanier Williams – Criminology
Victoria Maudreece Williams – Criminology
Kristen Nicole Wison – Criminology
Zoe Antonio Wundermann – Criminology
Estefani Alexandra Zuluaga – Criminology
Shakira Selena Zuniga (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology

Master of Science
With Major In
Marissa Marion Ambrosio – Criminology
Anthony J. Blackie – Criminal Justice Studies
Donald Kirkland Bowling Jr. – Criminal Justice Studies
Misty Dawn Brown – Criminal Justice Studies
Stephanie Tanise Brownlee – Criminal Justice Studies
Franz-Marie Bullard – Criminal Justice Studies
Avea Monique Case – Criminal Justice Studies
Glenn Michael Cloversett – Criminal Justice Studies
Victor Luis Diaz – Criminal Justice Studies
Matthew Samuel Fros – Criminal Justice Studies
John Robert Hassett – Criminal Justice Studies
Gregory D. Johnson – Criminal Justice Studies
Anthony Thomas Manfredi – Criminal Justice Studies
Amanda Blair McKibben – Criminal Justice Studies
Bethany Danielle Mims – Criminology
Karissa Erika Miranda – Criminal Justice Studies
Brian Lee Mitchell – Criminal Justice Studies
Deanna Rye Phillips – Criminal Justice Studies
Richard Richardo – Criminal Justice Studies
Amanda Barbara Sinner – Criminal Justice Studies
Nicholas Michael Velotta – Criminal Justice Studies
College of Social Work

Bachelor of Social Work
With Major In

Alisha Linnet Brooks (Magna Cum Laude) – Social Work
Cameron T. Campbell – Social Work
Courtney Marie Hovouvras – Social Work
Rachel Nicole Schneider (Summa Cum Laude) – Social Work
Chloe M. Smotryski (Cum Laude) – Social Work

Master of Social Work
With Major In

Victoria Alicia Alvarez – Social Work
Sandra Nadine Anderson-Colman – Social Work
Emmanuella Augusme – Social Work
Lakeisha Lanette Barris – Social Work
Paula Smith Bauer – Social Work
Jamie M. Bennett – Social Work
Kelsey Lynn Bloom – Social Work
Chelsie Christina Braden – Social Work
Darcy Marie Brown – Social Work
Heather Lorene Call – Social Work
Shelby Mae Caraway – Social Work
Mary Michelle Correa – Social Work
Eric Jason Dutton – Social Work
Brittney Karoline Elleyz – Social Work
Sykenna Lashale Evans – Social Work
Noelle Maria Flynn – Social Work
Hannah Fugate – Social Work
Tasha Dee Garcia – Social Work
Lucia Greco – Social Work
Heather R. Hernandez – Social Work
Devin Alexa Hobbs – Social Work
Cameo Summer Holmes – Social Work
Zoila Jarquin – Social Work
Dean Larry Jensen Sr. – Social Work
Mathew K. John – Social Work
Erica Ann Justavino – Social Work
Emily C. Kaiser – Social Work
Carissa Allison Kiesow – Social Work
Gregory Andrew Kuzma – Social Work
Brian Lamont Latson – Social Work
Lola Lin – Social Work
Karen Antionette Lytte – Social Work
Elizabeth Chong-Wen Mai – Social Work
Rebecca Barrett Margulies – Social Work
Gina Louise Martin – Social Work
Summer Kerrigan Matchett – Social Work
Diana Marie Melkie – Social Work
Kaitlin Marie Miklos – Social Work
Julie Marie Mishoe – Social Work
Sharday Ciara Mitchell – Social Work
Melissa Andrea Moncada Aranda – Social Work
Daffiny Ocasio – Social Work
Shanti M. Cruz - Perez – Social Work
Kristina Marie Reich – Social Work
Keelyn Renee Robey – Social Work
Jordanne Whitney Ryan – Social Work
Daimian Holiday Scott – Social Work
Kateira Chanel Session – Social Work
Amanda Nicole Shotty – Social Work

College of Music

Bachelor of Arts
With Major In

Aleyna Margaret Brown (Summa Cum Laude) – Commercial Music
Mario Michael Orr Bruno – Music - Liberal Arts
Hua-Lin Chen – Music - Liberal Arts
Ronte' Jentel Hardy (Magna Cum Laude) – Music - Liberal Arts
Savanna Lee Hewitt – Commercial Music
Michael Medina – Music - Liberal Arts
Torin Houston Wylie – Music - Liberal Arts

Bachelor of Music
With Major In

Christopher Walter Banka (Magna Cum Laude) – Piano Performance
Aleyna Margaret Brown (Summa Cum Laude) – Music Composition
Aleyna Margaret Brown (Summa Cum Laude) – Woodwind Performance
Erika Joy Chinander (Summa Cum Laude) – String Performance
Lafae Mavis-Joyce DuHaney – Music Therapy
Valorie Carol Gochnauer (Summa Cum Laude) – Music Therapy
Savannah Rose Skye Hirst – Voice Performance
Kylie Humber – Voice Performance
Sarah Ann McWaters (Magna Cum Laude) – Music Therapy
Delaney Lynn Mohnesky (Cum Laude) – Music Therapy

Bachelor of Music Education
With Major In

Ryan Chandler Brown (Magna Cum Laude) – Instrumental Music Education
Olivia Marie Bergau – MAGNA CUM LAUDE – Exercise Physiology
Sawyer Hannah Boakes – Exercise Physiology
Laurel Browning – Exercise Physiology
Autumn Ann Burns (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Brandi Madison Burrows (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences and Psychology
Kelsey Rae Burrows – Exercise Physiology
Jamie Marie Butler (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Julia Ann Carmedello (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Nicholas John Carothers – Food & Nutrition Science
Andrew Blake Carr – Exercise Physiology
Natalie A. Catania – Dietetics
Grace Jiyoon Choi – Family & Child Sciences
Peyton Madison Cohen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Quinn Christian Cotilla (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Danielle Dobrin – Exercise Physiology
Paige Elizabeth Duty (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Emily Dean Edwards (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Macaya Courtney Edwards – Exercise Physiology
Jill Olivia Fenstermaker (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Thomas Stephen Fickett – Exercise Physiology
Gabriella Marie Fossas – Family & Child Sciences
Kalie Suann Garbers – Family & Child Sciences
Micaela Garvey – Exercise Physiology
Danielle Lavonna Gaskin – Exercise Physiology
Erin Elizabeth Goed (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Brittany Ann Goetzl – Exercise Physiology
Bethany Grace Grant – Dietetics
Zachary Ronald Grimwood – Exercise Physiology
Nicole Alexandra Hawke – Dietetics
Olivia Anne Hawkins (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Kailee Marisol Hernandez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Alexander Hernandez – Exercise Physiology
Yanory Nicole Herrera – Food & Nutrition Science
Kayla Tuyet-Nhi Ho – Family & Child Sciences
Avery Ryan Howard – Family & Child Sciences
Rohan Dilwar Hussain – Exercise Physiology
Keyiera Khambril Joseph – Exercise Physiology
Natalie Joseph – Exercise Physiology
Madison Alexander Kaplan – Exercise Physiology
Madison Taylor Kuminka (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Austin Labban – Exercise Physiology
Taylor Marie Lactawan – Family & Child Sciences
Victoria Nicole Lancaster – Exercise Physiology
Regina Angela Lee – Exercise Physiology
Jennifer Ashley Lopez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
John David Lundberg (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Julia Raine Magill – Exercise Physiology
Emily Nicole Manlove – Family & Child Sciences
Nicole Martinez – Family & Child Sciences
Jason McArthur – Exercise Physiology
Matthew Lee McGuire – Athletic Training
Mackenzie Sylvia Meyer – Family & Child Sciences
Lindsey Nicole Miller (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Bethany A. Millette – Dietetics
Kayla Nicola Misik (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Alvaro Fabian Morales – Food & Nutrition Science
Jillian Sara Murnane (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Kevin Namix – Food & Nutrition Science
Jordan Alexandra Nestor – Family & Child Sciences
Katherine Elizabeth Patrick – Exercise Physiology
Joneil Philistin – Exercise Physiology
Luc Vladimir Poliard – Exercise Physiology
Olivia Nichole Pompa (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Shannon Taylor Poole – Exercise Physiology
Nicholas Ryan Prantl – Exercise Physiology
Kristin Nicole Raymond – Exercise Physiology
Anthony Daniel Rauff-Lomano – Exercise Physiology
Sierra Nicole Reid – Exercise Physiology
Sarah Michelle Reussow (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Monte Reveill (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Stephanie Kate Risner – Family & Child Sciences
Daia Yesenia Rivera – Family & Child Sciences
Ivy Lorelle Rizzi – Family & Child Sciences
Otisha Lafaith Roberts (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Stephanie Gabriela Roden (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Jessica Caroline Rojas – Family & Child Sciences
Natalie Mery Rosas – Family & Child Sciences
Amanda Jean Ryan (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Brianna Marie Sanchez – Exercise Physiology
Jennifer Love Santana – Family & Child Sciences
Ashley Elizabeth Sasser – Exercise Physiology
Jada Aaliyah Sears (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Alexa L. Serino (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Exercise Physiology
Ashley Morgan Shaw – Family & Child Sciences
Katelyn Therese Shepherd – Family & Child Sciences
Lauren Kelsey Sherkus – Family & Child Sciences
Jenna Ann Skrypek (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Sofia Eugenia Smith – Exercise Physiology
Paulene Marie Modina Solis – Exercise Physiology
Nathan Jaoyang Steineck (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Kiffinie Megan Tanner – Exercise Physiology
Haley Ann Taylor (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Emma Kathleen Tesch – Family & Child Sciences
Brent Elyson Thomas – Exercise Physiology
Charlotte Wilder Tolleson – Family & Child Sciences
Madison Elizabeth Van Voorhees – Family & Child Sciences
Johanna Marie Van Wagner (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Nicole Vilar (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Physiology
Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In
Eric McCauley Christesen – Learning & Cognition
B.S., James Madison University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Alycia Roehrig
“The Relationship Between Certification Pathways and Teacher Effectiveness for Beginning and Experienced Teachers in Florida”

Mijn Eom – Foreign & Second Language Education
B.A., Chuncheon National University of Education
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Mostafa Papi

Jovany Maurice Felix – Education Policy & Evaluation
B.A., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Patrice M. Iatrala
“A Case Study Exploration of First-Generation and Low-Income College Students Facing Academic Distress Decision-Making in Regards to Financing Their Education”

Daniel Luke Fioramonti – Counseling Psychology & School Psychology
B.A., St. John Vianney College Seminary
M.S., Florida State University
Ed.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Deborah Ebener
“Exploring the Relationship Between Religious/Spiritual Coping Practices and Adaptation to an Acquired Physical Disability”

Ahmet Serhat Gozutok – Measurement & Statistics
B.S., Gaziosmanpasa University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Betsy J. Becker
“Critical Issues in Survey Meta-Analysis”

Muhammad Qadeer Haider – Mathematics Education
M.S., Western Illinois University
M.S., University of Sargodha
Major Professor: Dr. Christine Andrews-Larson
“Development and Validation of a Test for the Assessment of Learning Outcomes in Inquiry-Oriented Linear Algebra Classes”

Burcu Içi – Early Childhood Education
B.A., Bogazici University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Ithel Jones
“An Explanatory Study of Mother-Child Talk Around Digital Media Applications”

Michelle Wells Kendrick – Elementary Education
B.S., Thomas University
M.S., Florida State University
Ed.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Elizabeth Jakubowski
“Mathematics Teaching and Learning: Transitioning to Middle School”

Wykia Shante Macon – Sociocultural & International Development Education Studies
B.A., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Helen Boyle
“Ethiopian Principals’ Perceptions Towards the Inclusion of Students with Mild Sensory Disabilities in Primary Schools”

Francisco Javier Martinez-Oronoz – Sociocultural & International Development Education Studies
B.A., University of North Carolina at Greensboro
M.P.A., University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Major Professor: Dr. Helen Boyle
“Mafiones: A Mindfulness-Based Educational Intervention for Orphaned Youth in Atlixco, Mexico”

Allison Black Peters – Higher Education
B.M., Wichita State University
M.Ed., University of Arkansas
Major Professor: Dr. Robert Schwartz
“Doctoral Students in the Virtual World: Online Ed.D. Students’ Program Experiences and Outcomes”

Nefertiti Adikwo Puplampu – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
B.A., Warner University
M.Ed., University of South Florida
Major Professor: Dr. Vanessa P. Dennen
“Effects of Instructional Strategies Based on the Music Model of Academic Motivation on Undergraduate Mathematics Students’ Subject Learning”

Angel Luís Rios – Foreign & Second Language Education
B.A., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Sherry Southerland
“Understanding Parents’ Motivation in Bilingual Education”

Jennifer L. Schellinger – Science Education
B.S., California State University, Monterey Bay
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professors: Dr. Lama Ziad Jabar and Dr. Sherry Southerland
“Elementary Students’ Engagement, Persistence, and Progress in Scientific Modeling”

Samantha Tackett – Learning & Cognition
B.A., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Alycia Roehrig
“Self-Regulated Learning, Motivation Beliefs, and the Regulation of Motivation Among College Freshmen”

College of Arts and Sciences
Bachelor of Arts
With Major In
Walid Abunabaa – Philosophy
Matthew Joseph Aguilar – Environmental Science & Policy
Simon Antonio Aizpurua – Computer Programming & Applications
India C. Alfonso (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Adrianna Josephine Alonso (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Vanessa Katalina Alvarez – Editing, Writing, & Media
Jacob Peter Amador – Creative Writing
Alexa Nicole Amaris – Editing, Writing, & Media
Natali Alexandrina Andrés – Creative Writing
Elizabeth Michelle Anthony – Editing, Writing, & Media
Christina Armes (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – History and Spanish
Gabriella Katherine Autiello – Humanities
Marcus Breeland Barnes – Computer Programming & Applications
Megan Michelle Barry – Environmental Science & Policy
Carl James Bates – Environmental Science & Policy
Alex Reed Bautista – Computer Science
William Hunter Bell – Editing, Writing, & Media and Political Science
William Edward Bente – Philosophy
Kelsey Morgan Berg – Literature
Vanessa Edyta Blender – Editing, Writing, & Media
Camille Bondy – Editing, Writing, & Media
Nikolas Emmanuel Bonilla – History
Daniel Alejandro Borjas – Editing, Writing, & Media and Japanese Language & Culture
Kali Nikina Bosworth – Editing, Writing, & Media and Humanities
Danielle Joanne Brown – Editing, Writing, & Media
Myshkea Brown – Spanish
Talise Cyan Burton (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Aidan Patrick Callahan – Humanities
Jordan Gui Camejo – Computer Programming & Applications
Abegail Carmel Canis – Creative Writing
Alyssa Danielle Carl – Environmental Science & Policy
Jonathan Carvin – Editing, Writing, & Media
Steven Rony Centeno – Computer Science
Rosalyn Chen – Literature
Gabriel Padovan Paulo Cintra – Humanities
Kaitlyn Marie Clark – Humanities
Talitha Shanara Clark – Literature
Victoria Jamily Clarke – Editing, Writing, & Media
Alexandrea Dale Clise – Editing, Writing, & Media
Alexander Christopher Comes – Computer Science
Erin Elizabeth Conroy – Literature
Paul Quade Black – Psychology
Matthew Archer Blomme – Psychology
Diont’e Levon Boddie – Actuarial Science
Emily Katherine Bohner (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Briania Bowers – Psychology
Harriah Marie Bowley – Psychology
Joshua Armand Brito – Psychology
Liliana Broadway – Psychology
Tomorrow Dawn Brock – Psychology
Alex Christian Broussard – Environmental Science
Andrew Morgan Browning – Biological Science
Leon Charles Brunson – Psychology
Alana Danielle Bryant (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Cayla June Burel – Psychology
Tyler Burchett (CUM LAUDE) – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Jamie Rene Burke – Physics
Bailey Elizabeth Burry – Psychology
Kristin Clay Bussey (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
David Thomas Cabot – Computer Science
Cori Marie Calyniu – Biological Science and Environmental Science
Cesar Augusto Camacho – Actuarial Science
Colin Douglas Campbell – Chemistry
Lauren Elizabeth Campbell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Alessandra Jose Campos – Psychology
Maria Fernanda Cano Alturo – Statistics and Applied Computational Mathematics
Cameron Junior Beauzile Canton – Psychology
Sumner Alisse Cantone – Biological Science
Robin Carrasses – Computer Science
Elizabeth Ashley Castillo – Actuarial Science
Danielle Chackman – Psychology
Hao Chai – Computer Science
Danielle Chambers – Psychology
Erica Charles – Psychology
Colin J. Cherry – Computer Science
Abigail Chisholm – Biological Science
Ian Choudhury – Psychology
Kathryn Kay Clark (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Bianna Ariel Cleckley – Psychology
Kara Nicole Coburn (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Brigitte Lizette Cochran – Biological Science
Gabrielle Shami Coelho – Psychology
Bianna Marc’Shelle Collins (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Alexander Rainier Colon – Psychology and Philosophy
Kyle Andrew Cooley (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Carson Lee Cooper (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Elisha Rock Coriell – Actuarial Science
Lindsey Marie Cooper (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Celeste Nicole Crain – Psychology
Alexis Lynn Crawford – Psychology and Criminology
Francine Marie Crespi – Psychology
Ragan Elena Cristello (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Criminology
Hayley Brooke Crowe – Biological Science
Jessica Nicole Cruz – Psychology
Holly Morgan Culver – Computer Science
Sara Nicole Cunningham (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Joshua Steven Curtis – Environmental Science
Samuel Keith Dannheisser – Psychology
Erik Michael David – Computer Science
Kayla M. Davila – Biological Science

Jessica Ruth Day – Biological Science
Hannah Nicole Dayton – Biological Science
Andre De Gref – Computer Science
Justin Dulay De Guzman – Computer Science
Jeremy Jason Dean – Computer Science
Winny Karla Delcin – Psychology
Halley Deleuew – Statistics
Jesse P. Delgado – Environmental Science
Impanreet Singh Dhillon – Computer Science
Andrew Jermigan Diamond – Computer Science
David Gunner Dickinson – Psychology
Audrey Miller Dikter – Biological Science
Devon Morgan Dilks – Psychology
Alexander Chase Dimura – Cyber Criminology – Computer Science
Christopher Farrell Donnelly – Biological Science
Sydney Elizabeth Doudna – Psychology
Aliona Monet Douglas – Actuarial Science
George Edward Downey Jr. – Biological Science
Daniel Robert Doyle – Actuarial Science
Christopher Hans Draper (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Megan Ann Duffy – Biological Science
Daniel Christopher Duncan – Computer Science
Alex Jeffrey Dupper (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Samantha Carolin Dutoit (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Lee Edwin Edstrand Jr. – Environmental Science
Mckynzie Iris Eldridge – Psychology
Elizabeth Ann English (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Ronika Jessica Etienne – Psychology
Shannan Elizabeth Evers – Psychology
Rachel Ann Faircloth – Biological Science
Chancellor Garrett Faloona – Biological Science
Taylor Lynn Farrington – Psychology
Emily Claire Ferron (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Cody Lee Flynn (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Zoe Elizabeth Ford – Psychology
Holly Elizabeth Fox – Psychology
Elizabeth Ann Fugate – Environmental Science
Karli Ann Galione – Psychology
Nicole Kathleen Gallina – Biological Science
Vidhi Gandhi – Computer Science
Daniel Garcia (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Andres Garcia-Herreros – Physical Science
Katherine Madison Garrett – Psychology
Adrian Mauricio Garzon – Computer Science
Tamara Christine Gebert – Psychology
Haley Anne Gebhard – Psychology
Danielle Nicole Giachos (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science and Psychology
Hunter Chase Godfrey – Psychology
Gabriela Maria Gomez Garcia – Chemistry
Violeta Gonzales (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Psychology
Daniela Gonzalez Bortot (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Brent Austin Graham – Psychology
Marissa Kay Greaux – Psychology
Rishav Guha – Computer Science
Amanda Gutierrez Salazar – Psychology
Richard E. Hamm – Computer Science
Ruiting Han (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Statistics
Anthony Ryan Hansen – Biological Science
Joseph Matthew Hansknecht (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Samuel Robert Happog – Computer Science
Danielle Marie Harrison (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Criminology
Reagan Taylor Harrison – Biological Science
Jonathan Robert Hassel – Computer Science
Rahul Vasudevan  – Biology/FSU-Teach and Science or Mathematics Teaching/FSU-Teach
Tristen Ocean Dean Vaughan  – Environmental Science
Christian Fernando Veliz  – Actuarial Science
Amanda Nicole Vergara (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  – Psychology
Marina A. Villarroel Rojas  – Biological Science
Chadwick Ross Vollmer  – Biological Science
Alyssa Michayla Waggoner (CUM LAUDE)  – Psychology
Kiara Alyiah Wall  – Biological Science
Katherine Scarlett Wanzo  – Biological Science
Alexandra Metropoulos Ward  – Biological Science
Olivia Florence Warnock (CUM LAUDE)  – Actuarial Science
Isabella Melinda Whaley  – Biological Science and Editing, Writing, & Media
Michael Thomas Wheeler  – Anthropology and Classical Archaeology
Charles Dean Whidden II  – Psychology
Demi Nyals Hunte  – Biological Science
Erin Elizabeth Wiggins (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  – Computer Science
Olivia Kristin Williams  – Biological Science
Season Dawne Wilson  – Biological Science
Abigail Jacqueine Wagalter  – Psychology
Maria Andrea Wong  – Psychology
Christine Virginia Wright (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)  – Biological Science
Ruth Rebecca Wright (CUM LAUDE)  – Psychology
Bradley Burton Zaher  – Cyber Criminology - Computer Science
Alexandra Renee Zehner (CUM LAUDE)  – Psychology

Master of Arts
With Major In

Samantha Mariah Berethelette  – Philosophy
Hunter Matthew Brown  – Digital Humanities
Tara K. Hagan  – Digital Humanities
Garth C. Haller  – Classical Civilizations
Adam Ryan Lejeune  – History
Kimberly Ann Kent  – History
Kevin Sean Malmquist  – History
Marina Ann Morgan  – Spanish
Augustus Leo O’Neill  – Spanish
Katelyn Elizabeth Preble  – Greek & Latin
Scott Tyler Sintilii  – History
Jeremy Alexander Turner  – Classical Archaeology
Rebekka Sandra White  – German
Robert John Wittman III  – Slavic

Master of Fine Arts
With Major In

Richard Casey Whitworth  – Creative Writing

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Brittany Lynn Abromeit  – Physics
B.S., Michigan State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Samuel Tabor

“Exploring the Nuclear Structure of the A = 39 Isobars”

Erick Wayne Aitchison  – Molecular Biophysics
B.S., University of California at Merced
Major Professor: Dr. Wei Yang

“Hierarchical Free Energy Surfaces of Biomolecules”

Kaveh Akbar  – Creative Writing
B.A., Purdue University
M.F.A., Butler University
Major Professor: Dr. James H. Kimbrell

“The Living Panic”

Adewale Abidun Akinfaderin  – Physics
B.S., University of Lagos
M.S., North Carolina Central University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Stephen Hill

“Towards Solution State Overhauser Dynamic Nuclear Polarization”

Jonathan Stanley Baron  – Physics
B.S., Duquesne University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Mark A. Riley

“Exotic Nuclear Deformation and the Evolution of Nuclear Structure with Angular Momentum and Excitation Energy in 157Ho, 166Er, and 169Yb”

Carson Michael Bay  – Religion
B.S., Moody Bible Institute
M.A., John Carroll University
Major Professors: Dr. Nicole Kelley and Dr. David Levenson

“The Bible, the Classics, and the Jews in Pseudo-Hegesippus: A Literary Analysis of De Excidio Hierosolymitano 5.2”

Tachanat Bhattacharapongkul  – Physical Oceanography
B.S., Chulalongkorn University
M.S., Chulalongkorn University
Major Professor: Dr. Mark Bourassa

“The Origin of the North Atlantic Cold Blob Revisited”

Jasleen Kaur Bindra  – Materials Chemistry
B.A., University of Delhi
M.S., Amity University
Major Professor: Dr. Naresh S. Dalal

“Magnetic Properties of D-Block Ions in Systems from Molecular to Nanoscale”

Bradford E. Cannon  – Physics
B.S., University of New Hampshire
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Paul Eugenio

“Search for New and Unusual Strangeon States Using yp → ppp with Gluex at Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility”

Xu Chen  – Physical Oceanography
B.S., Nanjing University of Information Science & Technology
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. William Dewar

“Two-way Feedback between Air-Sea Turbulent Fluxes and Oceanic Submesoscale Processes”

Zailei Cheng  – Applied & Computational Mathematics
B.S., Wuhan University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Lingjiong Zhu

“Diffusion Approximation of a Risk Model”

David Anthony Clarke  – Physics
B.S., Ohio State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Bernd Albert Berg

“Scale Setting and Topological Observables in Pure SU(2) Lattice Gauge Theory”
Maliheh Shaban Tameh – Computational Science
B.S., Tarbiat Moalem University
M.S., Shahid Beheshti University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Chen Huang

“Multiscale Simulation in Material Science and Engineering: Computational Heterogeneous Catalysis and Molecular Design”

Danielle Theresa Simmons – Physics
B.S., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Peng Xiong

“Magnetic Ordering and Magnetotransport at Molecular and Nano Scales”

Carlowen Andrew Smith – Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
B.A., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Major Professor: Dr. Kevin Speer

“Baroclinic, Geostrophic Turbulence and Jets in the Laboratory”

Paul Zachariah Aragorn Strait – Creative Writing
B.A., Flagler College
M.A., Nebraska University-Lincoln
M.F.A., Wichita State University
Major Professor: Dr. James H. Kimbrell

“Preliminaries for Winter”

Sheng Tan – Computer Science
B.S., China University of Petroleum
M.S., California State University San Marcos
Major Professor: Dr. Jie Yang

“Towards Ubiquitous Sensing using Commodity Wi-Fi”

Ryan Michael Vinson – Biomathematics
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Richard Bertram

“Modeling the Synchronous Behavior of Pancreatic Islets”

Frankie Don White Jr. – Inorganic Chemistry
B.S., University of South Alabama
M.S., University of South Alabama
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Thomas Albrecht-Schmitt

“Redox and Coordination Chemistry Differences of the 4f and 5f Elements”

Wen Xu – Mathematics
B.S., Harbin Institute of Technology
M.S., Harbin Institute of Technology
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Mark van Hoeij

“Third Order A-hypergeometric Functions”

Sheng-An Yang – Biological Science
B.S., National Taiwan Normal University
M.S., National Taiwan Normal University
Major Professor: Wu-Min Deng

“Notch-induced Neoplastic Tumorigenesis in a Drosophila Transition Zone Model”

Yaqing You – Applied & Computational Mathematics
B.S., Nanjing University
Major Professor: Dr. Kyle Gallivan

“A Riemannian Approach for Computing Geodesics in Elastic Shape Space and its Applications”

Bing Yuan – Applied & Computational Mathematics
B.S., Harbin Engineering University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. David Kopriva

“A High Order Quad Mesh Generator for Spectral Element Methods”

Se Rin Zhang – Statistics
B.S., Sungkyunkwan University
M.S., Fresno State University
Major Professor: Dr. Jinfeng Zhang

“A Matched Sample Based Normalization Method for Cross-Platform Microarray and NGS Data Integration”

---

GARNET & GOLD SCHOLARS

David Balbuena
Kristen Barry
Catherine Batista
Margaret Bell
Emily Katherine Bohner
Cam Bradley
Jamie Bretz
Alexis Bucker
Kiele Cabrera
Lauren Campbell
Amber Cartier
Lauren Corey
Matthew Dubin
Drew Fantaccione
Kaitlin Gallagher
Kayla Galvan
Jennifer Gravitt
Allison Hanley
Shira Hayes
Courtney Holloway
Alexis James
Keyiera Joseph
Nicole Juarez
Alyson Kapper
Edward Lavant
Regina Lee
Amber Lewis
Jennifer Luechauer
Ryan Marc
Christopher Menz
Casey Mindermann
Oralia Monroy
Tomas Musgrove

Miranda Nicolosi
Anna Norris
Kelsey Oberbroeckling
Megan O’Meara
Ana Pimentel
Luc Poliard
Shelby Resnick
Alyson Rezendez
Stephanie Risner
Vicky Rodriguez
Abby Rogers
Rachael Rosko
Ana Scott
Alexa Serino
Abigail Shidel
Morgan Signor
Allison Stocker
Jake Sukienik
Kiffanie Tanner
Elaney Tedder
Garrett Turner
Taylor Urow
Cristina Vetencourt
Nicole Vilar
Jesse White
Jennifer Williams

---

ROTC

To Be Commissioned as
Second Lieutenant
In the United States Army

Ryan M. Alexander

Olivia Katherine Rossel

To Be Commissioned as
Ensign
In the United States Navy

---

STUDENT VETERANS OF THE UNITED STATES ARMED FORCES

Jonathon Bezrouch
Chelsie Christina Braden
Alejandro Casas
Jack Clavenna
Monesica Craig
Erik Michael David
Lee Edwin Edstrand
Alexander David Gutterman
Ruiting Han
Eric Christian Herman
Spencer James Jennings
Dean Larry Jensen
Andrea L Latson
Brian Lamont Latson
Jade Elena Leone
Kevin Sean Malmquist
John Turner Marvin

Wayne Aaron Mccoy
Katie Jo McGuire Menges
Samuel P Meador
Abraham Juan Mojica
Imani Amoi Mullings
James Michael Piastuch
Kristina Marie Reich
Bryna Reisenauer
Mary Ann Sharpe
Kyle Louis Smith
Erik Russell Swanson
Pedro Manuel Vasquez
Andrew Robert Vassallo
Christian Fernando Velez
William Waltman
Jesse Lee White

---

Fall Commencement 2018
THE FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY